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By SARAH JONES

British home furnishings brand Rachel Bates is taking a made-to-order, interior design-style approach to decr that is
simultaneously personal and positive for the environment.

After establishing an interior design business, Ms. Bates founded her eponymous home furnishings brand seven
years ago. As more attention is drawn to sustainability as well as the people behind products, the company is
focused on creating pieces that provide a positive impact and will stand the test of time.

"I want to create beautiful pieces that become the antiques of tomorrow," said Ms. Bates.

Interior design
While Ms. Bates used to say that she got into the interior business by accident, today she believes that everything led
her to this career path.

After working at Good Housekeeping magazine and her family's construction business, overseeing the rebuilding of
her home led to requests from friends for interior design help. This experience then lent itself to launching an
online interiors platform.
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Despite having some wholesale partnerships, the majority of the business is direct-to-consumer online. This
approach has enabled the company to reach consumers around the globe.

One of the key markets for the brand is the United States, with consumers discovering the company through online
searches or word of mouth. Today the U.S. makes up about half of the company's online business.

Providing a human touch, products are made to order via a concierge, allowing consumers to pick a precise fabric,
wood or hue.

The designer says she sees color making a comeback in home design.

When Ms. Bates established her company, she used color as a differentiator. While her crystal pieces come in more
typical clear variations, to-date the brand has only sold one set of clear crystal.

Rachel Bates china. Image courtesy of Rachel Bates

Helping to execute this made-to-order offering are artisans around the globe. Crystal is  produced in the Czech
Republic using 200-year-old techniques, while porcelain is made in France and rugs are created by Hong Kong-
based Tai Ping.

In the brand's home country, craftspeople make paint and furniture.

One of the focuses of the business is creating luxury that does not have a cost to those who produce it.

Even with this sustainable approach to the supply chain, products in the collection offer a range of price points, a
strategy designed to allow more aspirational consumers to buy into Ms. Bates' version of luxury. For instance, a
shopper with a more limited budget may invest in a single Champagne glass, while those with a bigger wallet have
the funds for a wine cooler, priced beyond $18,000.

Often fine china and formal living rooms are set aside for special occasions, but Ms. Bates is a proponent of not
being scared to use the finer things on a day-to-day. This could mean enjoying a nightly drink in crystal flatware or
taking.
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Moving into a new category, Ms. Bates is collaborating with a New York jeweler to produce a line of pieces for both
the person and the home. This is part of a push into more lifestyle categories, while retaining the focus on
artisanship and luxury at varying levels of accessibility.

Positive impact
Three years ago, Rachel Bates Interiors earned Positive Luxury's Butterfly Mark, an indicator that the label operates
in a way that takes both people and the environment to heart.

As the brand is seeking out new partnerships, it looks to make sure that the producers it is  partnering with display
positive practices.

Another pillar of its  approach revolves around giving back through a partnership with charity Smart Works.

According to Ms. Bates, a lot of the current issues with sustainability are related to overproduction. Consumers are
able to be materialistic since product is readily available to them.

British department store Harrods worked with streetwear label Vetements to draw attention to the issue of
overproduction.

The Zurich-based brand has taken over four of Harrods' windows for an installation that showcases how much
fashion is wasted. While potentially a counter-intuitive message for a brand and retailer, the project aims to inspire a
more sustainable fashion strategy (see story).

"If everyone went back to a system of made-to-order, the world would be a better place," Ms. Bates said.
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